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andHow the Frost Fence “ Gives 

‘Takes/' Like a Spring '

r\r
W**

possesses the proper temper for 
Canadian conditions.

Make Our Own WireANY ‘‘coilless” Fence is liable 
il to snap in certain weather 

conditions.

But the Frost is a coil Fence. 
In Winter, when steel Wire con
tracts, Frost coils ‘‘give 
surplus, instead of snapping like 

‘‘coilless’’ Fence.

And in Summer,
Wire expands, that surplus re- 

to the Frost coils, instead 

of sagging and causing the 

Fence to lose its shape

And no matter how often con
traction or expansion is caused, 
the Frost Fence always acts the 

same, like a Spring.

■We are the only Fence 
Makers in Canada who 
Make and Galvanize Wire exclu

sively for Fence purposes.

Wire, to give satisfactory serv
ice in Canada, should be made 

especially to fight off the pecul

iar
simply knocks the very life out 
of most Fences. But all Wire is 
not made with Canadian condi

tions in view.

This Frost Annealing 
business makes every inch of

A

uniform temper, and stronger 
than any other No. 9 Wire. You 

know what that means.

their So, you 
see, Frost 
Wire is 
Galvanized 
doubly 
thick, yet 
it will not 
chip, scale 
and drop 
off, no mat- 
t e r how 
abused.

E
Frost Wire will not snap, re

gardless of peculiar Canadian 

weather variations.
•m
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when the whichCanadian climate,

turns

Will Not Chip ■cent, of WireAbout 75 per 
Fences rust 12 or 15 years soon
er than they should, 
because they are Galvanized too 

thinly for Canadian use.

mThe Wire formerly used for the 

made in the 
But we had it made

m :Frost Fence was 

States, 

especially for 
ter satisfaction than most Wire, 

but we wanted far better.

This is

This gives
the Frost Fence a life of about 10 
to 15 years longer than most 
other Fences, 
mate can possibly rust the new 
Frost Fence.

It gave betas.

Æsi
But if most of that Wire were 

Galvanized thicker it would chip 

off, wouldn’t it ?

No Galvanizing will 
permanently to greasy 
Wire.
drop off some time or other, and 
away goes your Galvanizing.

Merely Excuses No peculiar cli-
decided to 

own
For that reason we 

Make and Galvanize our
built a Mill for

asLots of other Wire Fences have
adhere 

scaly
That scale is bound to

a Tension, Curve or Kink, as an 
“Give” and “Take.”

So weWire.
excuse for 
But the number of these “gives

and another for Send For ThisWire-making 
Galvanizing, and installed the

They 

It isn’t
and “takes” is limited, 

cannot keep it up. 
in the Wire or the method to do

We issue a Booklet which tells 
all about Wire and Wire Fence. 
And it tells all about the won
derful Frost Locks, and why 
they will not slip or become 
loose.

This Booklet is worth much 
to anyone interested in Fence. 
We’ll send it free, with samples 
of Frost Fence and Frost Locks, 
postpaid, if you’ll just drop us 
a card.

most modern Machinery in use. *
But to eliminate all this, Frost 

Wire is put through three of the 
most thorough cleansings any 

had. After these 
even one

obtained the servicesThen we 

of one of the most Expert Wire- 
A man with

so.
Makers in America.
25 years of Wire-Making eXpciu-

Wire ever
thorough scourings, not 
spot of grease or scale remains.

Both the trost Field-Erected
■and the Frost Woven Fence have

“ Give ” IIP*back of him.encefor 
But no

extra provisions 
and 1 • Take, 
have it.
find another Fence which will

When Frost Wire goes through 
its Double Galvanizing process 
the Galvanizing not only “coats” 
it, but goes deep into it, becom
ing a part of the Wire itself.

others
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You simply cannot Proper Temper ■

ret,, hi its shape like the Frost. Frost Wire is An 
scientifically that it

The new
ne a! ed so.Piease remember that !

The Frost Wire Fence Co ,
Limited,

Jf BillOntarioHamilton,

ience Agents 
Wanted 
in Open 
Districts. vl
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